INTRODUCTION
Today's grid-connected photovoltaic systems are frequently mounted on building roofs, facades, or generally in urban environments, where partial shading can be common [1, 2] . Partial shading causes power losses through different mechanisms. For example, if one cell of the solar energy generator composed of seriesconnected cells is shaded, the shaded cell will be reversely biased. And in this case, the reversely biased cell acts as a load in the series connection dissipating part of the power generated by the other cells and results in power losses. Also, under partial shading conditions, the conventional maximum power point (MPP) tracking techniques fail to guarantee successful tracking of the global MPP, leading to significant reduction of the generated power [3] [4] [5] . However, the incoherence of array's MPP with modules' MPPs is considered to be the most severe one. This means that the MPP operation of the array does not coincide with the MPPs operation of the individual modules; therefore, the overall operation is not optimal and the maximum output power (P max ) of generator is reduced [6, 7] .
It has been confirmed that P max of partially shaded photovoltaic arrays could be enhanced by optimizing the interconnections among its modules [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . There are four typical interconnections, "series-parallel" (SP), "bridge-link" (BL), "totally cross tied" (TCT) and "honey comb" (HC). A detailed study has been done to investigate how these typical interconnections impact power production of a partial shaded photovoltaic array [11] . And the TCT scheme is considered to be the better scheme for reducing the losses under most of the shading conditions, although none of the schemes are found to be effective under wide shading conditions. Following, the static interconnection schemes are proposed, which is improved from TCT scheme and designed to show good performance through distributing shading effect over the array. Also, it is designed without switches, sensors and complicated control algorithms to make sure it is much economic than the electrically array reconfiguration scheme [14, 15] . In [14, 15] , the illumination on every single module is assumed to be uniform. However, in urban environment, the illumination of modules on the edge of the shadow is more likely to be non-uniform. And this should be taken into account in the prediction of generated power from photovoltaic plant.
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Keywords: photovoltaic array; maximum output power; static interconnection scheme; PSpice In the model, a shunt resistance R sh represents leakage and recombination's current paths inside the solar cell, and a lumped series resistance R s represents the voltage drop of semiconductor and contacts of solar cells, respectively. And the photon-generated current I ph is expressed by the circuit source and is related with solar irradiance as
where I sc,STC is the cell's short-circuit current in standard test conditions (STC), k i =0.0017A/ is cell's short current temperature coefficient, G is the irradiance reaching the surface of the cell, and T
STC T T '
, where T is the temperature of the PV module. In STC, the spectral conditions are AM1.5, the module temperature T STC is 25 , and the irradiance G STC is 1000W/m 2 . Since the value of R sh is always much more larger than the value of R s , the fraction sh s sh R R R could be approximate to 1. Thus equation (1) could be write as
The current-voltage relation of a solar cell based on the one-diode circuit model can be written as
The three items for the right part of equation (3) from left to right represent the photon-generated current, diode's current and resistor's (R sh ) current, respectively. I 0 is the saturation current of the diode, k=1.38×10 -23 J/K is Boltzmann constant, q=1.6×10 -19 C is the electronic charge; n is the ideality factor of the p-n junction of the diode.
Electrical configuration of a module
Figure 2(a) shows a conventional photovoltaic module which consists of 60 solar cells connected in series. And it is protected against hot spots by three bypass diodes, each of them connected in antiparallel with 20 cells. Figure 2(b) shows an improved module which is introduced in section 3.2. It is seen from Figure 2 that the area of a module is divided into three blocks. In this simulation, shading of the array is done one single block rather than one single module. 
Interconnection scheme of the array
In the simulation, a 3×3 PV array with its modules interconnected with both TCT and static schemes are employed, as shown in Figures 3(a) and (b), respectively, and the physical placement of array is shown in Figure 3(c) .
In the Figure, same row are connected in parallel and then the rows are connected in series, thus the electrical arrangement of array is the same as its physical placement, seen in Figures 3(a) and (c) . And with static scheme, array's electrical arrangement is different from its physical placement since modules of different rows connected in parallel, as shown in Figures 3(b) and (c) . Thus, when the array is partially shaded by a shadow, seen in Figure 3(c) , the shaded modules in array with TCT scheme are in the same row of its electrical arrangement while those in array with static scheme are in different rows, seen in Figures 3(a) and (b) . Thus, the effect of shading is distributed over the static interconnected array thereby reducing the occurrence of shading of modules in the same row and enhancing the maximum power generated from photovoltaic array [14, 15] . 
Implement Method
The simulation is implemented in PSpice, which is a conventional circuit simulator and is a natural model to predict power generated from PV array since the solar cells are usually represented by a one-diode circuit model. Moreover, the interconnection schemes among modules and the electrical connection of cells in the single module could be easily and conveniently optimized in the simulation environment of PSpice. In this simulation, a sub-circuit is defined, as seen in Figure 4 . In the sub-circuit, the solar cell is represented by the one-diode model and bypass diodes is connected in antiparallel with several solar cells. With the conventional module, the number of series connected solar cells of the sub-circuit is 20, and with the improved module the number of cells of the sub-circuit is 10. In the sub-circuit, the illumination of each solar cell is the same and the photo-current source is controlled by the voltage source V G as 1000
Where 1000 refers to 1000W/m 2 which is the irradiance in STC, and the V G represents the illumination of solar cells. So if the voltage of V G is 200V, the solar cells shaded and the illumination is 200W/m 2 . After the sub-circuit are "built", the circuit model of array could be constructed. And as described in section 2.2, three sub-circuits are needed to construct a conventional module while six sub-circuit are used to construct an improved module. 
SIMULATION RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
In the simulation, all cell parameters were obtained by fitting the one-diode model to the current-voltage characteristics of a real solar cell. The cell parameters are as follows:
, R sh =2.4×10 
MPP of photovoltaic array under partial shading and with different interconnection schemes
The coordinate graph of a 3 3 PV array is shown in Figure5. As seen in the Figure, length and width of the 3×3 array is 9a and 3b, respectively. And the shape of shadow is described by its length and width, e.g. the length and width of shadow in Figure 5 is 4a and 2b, respectively. It is easily seen from the Figure that illumination on some modules are partially shaded (e.g. module in row2, column1 and module in row2, column2) with the shadow, whose shape is common. Figure 6 shows the plots of maximum output power generated from the array against shadow's length for both TCT and static interconnection schemes, and the width of shadow for (a), (b), (c), is 1b, 2b, and 3b respectively. Symbol "□" represents the maximum power generated from array with TCT interconnection while "○" represents the maximum power generated from array with static interconnection.
In Figure 6 (a), the maximum output power obtained from array with static scheme is the same as those obtained from array with TCT scheme, and this is as predicted since in that case the distribution of effect of shading is not actually occurred. In Figure 6 (b), the maximum output power obtained from array with static scheme is higher than those obtained from array
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02026-p. 3 with TCT scheme, except the case that shadow's length is 1a. In Figure 6 (c), the maximum output power obtained from array with static scheme when shadow's length is 1a and 4a are 895.7W and 578.4W, which are lower than those obtained from array with TCT scheme (1059.8W and 596.9W for shadow's length are 1a and 4a, respectively). As reported in [14, 15] , the power produced with static scheme is equal to the TCT scheme under worst conditions. However, this simulation shows that the power generated with static scheme maybe lower than those generated with TCT scheme if the illumination of the module on the edge of shadow is non-uniform, for example, the cases of shadow's length is 1a and 4a. . Plots of maximum power generated from the array against shadow's length for both TCT ("□") and the static ("○") interconnection schemes, and the width of shadow for (a), (b), (c), is 1b,2b, and 3b, respectively.
MPP of photovoltaic array under partial shading and with different modules
In order to increase the maximum power generated from array with static scheme when the illumination of modules on the edge of shadow is nonuniform, an improved electrical configuration of a module is presented in Figure 2 Figure 7 . Electrical arrangement of the 3×3 array which is equipped with (a) conventional module and (b) improved module
As shown in Figure 7 , array with the conventional module is totally cross tied in the module level while array with the improved module is totally cross tied in the string level. So the string in Figure 7 (b) is played the role of module in Figure 7 (a) and the string is always completely shaded or unshaded due to the fact that when one cell of a string is completely shaded, the whole string will be inactive (situations that the cell is partially shaded are not considered here). As a consequence, the circumstance discussed in section 3.1 of the nonuniform illumination of modules on the edge of shadow is avoided. Figure 8 gives the plot of maximum power against the shadow's length for array with static scheme and equipping conventional modules ("○") and improved modules (" "), respectively. Figure 8 . Plots of maximum power against the shadow's length for array with static scheme, equipping conventional modules ("○") and improved modules (" "), respectively. And the width of shadow for (a), (b), (c) is 1b, 2b, and 3b, respectively.
It is seen form Figure 8 that when illumination of modules on the edge of shadow is non-uniform (in cases of shadow's length is 1a, 2a, 4a, 5a, 7a, and 8a), the maximum power generated from array with static scheme is enhanced by equipping the improved modules, especially in the case of wide-shape shadow shown in Figure 8(c) . However, it should be noticed that the voltage at which the output power generated form array achieves at its maximum value is evidently decreased by introducing improved modules since more parallel connected strings are employed. Figure  8 shows the power-voltage curve obtained from array equipping conventional modules and improved modules, when shadow's length and width are 1a and 3b, respectively. As seen in Figure 9 , the voltage of the maximum power point is 27.4V, where array equipping improved modules has a power of 1070.5W. Meanwhile, the maximum power of array equipping conventional modules is around 85.3V with a power of 895.7W. In the Figure 9 , power generated from array equipping conventional module is presented by the solid line while that from array equipping improved modules is presented by the dotted line.
CONCLUSIONS
It is confirmed that the maximum power generated from photovoltaic array is decreased under partial shading conditions through different mechanisms and could be enhanced by optimizing the interconnection scheme of array. The static scheme is improved from TCT scheme and is designed to distribute the effect of shading over array. In previous report, the power produced with static scheme is equal to the TCT scheme even under worst conditions. However, in those reports the illumination of a single module is assumed to be uniform, while in urban environments the illumination of modules on the edge of shadow is likely to be non-uniform. In this paper, the module is divided into three blocks according to the number of bypass diodes, and shading of the array is done one single block rather than one single module. And the simulation results show that the power generated with static scheme maybe lower than those generated with TCT scheme if the illumination of the module on the edge of shadow is non-uniform. Then the electrical configuration of a module is optimized to increase the array s maximum power when the illumination of modules on the edge of shadow is non-uniform. At last, simulation of this 
